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A little over 20 years ago, North American Aerospace Defence Command (NORAD) 

conducted a military exercise that involved a “hypothetical scenario” of hijacked planes 

flying into both the Pentagon and the World Trade Centre. 

One year later, on October 24-26, 2000, another “hypothetical” military exercise was played 

out featuring an airline crashing into the Pentagon killing 341 people followed by yet 

another May 2001 Department of Defence “hypothetical scenario” which saw hundreds of 

medical personnel training for a “guided missile in the form of a hijacked 757 airliner” 

crashing into the Pentagon. 

What arose from the smoke and debris of September 11, 2001 was unlike anything the 

sleeping masses or international community expected. 

The shock effect so traumatized the masses that quite suddenly, citizens found themselves 

willing to give up their liberties at home while acquiescing to any retaliatory action desired 

by their government abroad. The scale of horror was so great that the international 

community banded together and showed their love and solidarity towards America in the 

wake of the tragedy with candlelight vigils across Asia, the Middle East, Africa, Russia and 

South America. Humanity’s natural tendency to embrace and aid our fellow man in times of 

crisis expressed itself like a bright light in a world of confused darkness and a hope for a 

durable peace awoke in the hearts of many. 

The Neocon Takeover of America 

Police State measures grew swiftly with the Patriot Act and mass internal surveillance under 

the “crisis management” run by the NeoCons cabal in the White House. While a new type of 

regime change war was created abroad, Dangerous protocols for Cheney’s “Continuity of 

Government” were set into motion and with these procedures, new mandates for Martial Law 

were created amplifying the powers, financing and deployment of U.S. Military capabilities 

both within the USA “under crisis conditions” and around the world. 

Governments that had no connection to 9/11 were swiftly targeted for destruction using false 

evidence of “yellowcake” produced in the bowels of MI6, and a broader unipolar military 

encirclement of both Russia and China was set into motion which President Putin called out 

brilliantly in his famous 2007 Munich Security Conference Speech. 

Of course this should not have been a surprise for anyone who took the time to read the 

Project for a New American Century manifesto published in October 2000 entitled 

Rebuilding America’s Defenses’ (RAD). 

Under the Chairmanship of William Kristol (a neocon agent today leading the charge to 

impeach President Trump) and co-authored by John Bolton, Richard Perle, Dick Cheney, 

Paul Wolfowitz, Elliot Abrams, and Donald Rumsfeld, RAD stated that to “further the 

process of transformation, even if it brings revolutionary change, is likely to be a long one-

absent some catastrophic and catalyzing event- like a new Pearl Harbor”. Going further to 

describe its Hobbesian agenda, the cabal stated that “the Cold War was a bipolar world; the 

21st century world is- for the moment at least- decidedly unipolar with America as the 

world’s sole superpower”. 
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While much has been said about the “inside job” of 9/11, a lesser appreciated terrorist act 

occurred over several weeks beginning on September 18, 2001 killing five and infective 17 in 

the form of envelopes laced with bio-weaponized anthrax. 

The Age of Bioweapons and PNAC 

This anthrax attack led quickly into the 2004 Bioshield Act with a $5 billion budget and 

mandate to “pre-empt and defend further bioweapon attacks”. This new chapter of the 

revolution in military affairs was to be coordinated from leading bioweapons facility at the 

Medical Research Institute of Infectious Diseases at Fort Detrick. Since 2002, over $50 

billion has been spent on Bioweapons research and defence to date. 

The earlier October 2000 RAD document emphasized the importance which the NeoCons 

cabal placed on bioweapons (and other next generation war tech) stating: “Combat will likely 

take place in new dimensions: In space, cyber-space and perhaps the world of microbes… 

advanced forms of biological warfare that can “target” specific genotypes may transform 

biological warfare from the realm of terror to a politically useful tool”. 

Lawyer and bioweapons expert Francis Boyle stated in 2007 that Fort Detrick’s mandate 

includes “acquiring, growing, modifying, storing, packing, and dispersing classical, emerging 

and genetically engineered pathogens for offensive weapon programs.” These new post-9/11 

practices fully trashed the 1975 UN Convention Against Biological Weapons ratified by the 

USA by establishing a vast international network of bioweapons labs coordinated from Fort 

Detrick which would be assigned the role of doing much of the dirty work that the U.S. was 

“officially” prevented from doing on its own soil. 

Where Hitler used the burning of the Reichstag to justify his enabling Acts, the NeoCons had 

their 9/11. The difference in the case of America was that Cheney failed to achieve the same 

level of absolute control over his nation as Hitler captured by 1934 (evidenced by pushback 

from patriotic American military intelligence circles against Cheney’s Iran war agenda). With 

this NeoCons failure, the republic lurched on. 

The Rot Continues Under Obama 

Obama’s rise was seen as a hopeful light to many naïve Democrats who still had not realized 

how a “false left” vs “false right” clash had been slowly constructed over the post WWII 

years. Either camp increasingly found itself converging towards the same world government 

agenda through using somewhat dissimilar paths and flavours. 

It didn’t take long for many of Obama’s more critically-minded supporters to realize that the 

mass surveillance/police state measures, regime change wars, and military confrontation of 

Russia and China begun under Cheney not only failed to stop, but even expanded at faster 

rates than ever. 

In the months before Obama left office in July 2016, the classified Directive 40: National 

Continuity Policy was enacted creating a line of “Devolution authority” for all branches of 

the government to a “duplicate chain of individuals secreted outside Washington available in 

a catastrophic emergency”. Days prior to Trump’s inauguration, Federal Continuity Directive 

1 was issued to transfer authority to military forces who could be used to suppress 

“insurrection, domestic violence, unlawful combination or conspiracy.” 

The Importance of Knowing This History 

There are very clearly two diametrically opposing methods of analyzing, and solving the 

existential crisis threatening our world currently: Multipolar or Unipolar. 
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While Russia and China represent a multipolar/pro-nation state vision driven by large scale 

development projects that benefit all- rich and poor alike exemplified by the New Silk Road, 

Polar Silk Road, Space Silk Road and now Health Silk Road, something much darker is being 

promoted by the same financial oligarchy that owns both right and left sides of the deep state 

coin. These later forces have provably positioned themselves to take control of western 

governments under crisis conditions and are not afraid to use every weapon in their arsenal to 

destroy their perceived enemies… including bioweaponry. This latter uncomfortable reality 

was asserted quite candidly by leading officials of Iran and even the Chinese Foreign 

Ministry just weeks ago. 

Admittedly, whether or not the current coronavirus pandemic is a bioweapon is not yet fully 

proven (although growing body of evidence asserts that it is, as 

seen here and here and here and here). What we know for certain are the following facts: 

Numbers are being systematically misrepresented to convey much greater rates of death vs 

infections as dozens of leading medical experts have proven. Contaminated test kits have 

started showing up in the UK on March 30 and countless false results are showing up since 

covid test kits are often not differentiating between covid-19 and the typical coronavirus 

strains of the flu that average between 7-14% of flu cases every year. This doesn’t mean that 

COVID-19 should not be taken seriously, but only that the reported numbers are being 

artificially falsified to generate heightened panic. 

The COVID-19 Task Force at London’s Imperial College has been found to be the singular 

source of the false “left” vs “right” debate poisoning the west’s response to the pandemic. 

Teams working out of this British Intelligence nexus have generated BOTH the “do-nothing-

and-wait-until-natural-resistance-evolves” herd immunity theory while simultaneously 

creating the “shut everything down one-size-fits-all” doomsday models being used by the 

WHO, UN, and leading Deep State assets like Michael Bloomberg, Steve Bannon, Bill Gates 

and George Soros. In case you doubt the influence of the Imperial College on world policy, 

a March 17 New York Times article described them in the following terms: “With ties to the 

World Health Organization and a team of 50 scientists, led by a prominent epidemiologist, 

Neil Ferguson, Imperial is treated as a sort of gold standard, its mathematical models feeding 

directly into government policies.” 

Investigative Journalist Whitney Webb’s February 2020 research demonstrated conclusively 

that DARPA had received funding in tandem with Fort Detrick since 2017 on genetic 

modification of novel coronaviruses (with a focus on bats) as well as the development of 

never before used DNA and mRNA vaccines which change the structure of DNA both for an 

individual and potentially for a whole race. 

Lastly, and most importantly, the pre-9/11 military exercises were not merely hypothetical 

scenarios but exercises which led directly into a new “Pearl Harbor” that modified the 

behaviour of Americans under terror, panic and misinformation like nothing ever seen before. 

The parallels to today’s coronavirus outbreak cannot be missed for anyone who has taken a 

serious look at the strange case of the Event 201 Global Pandemic Exercise on October 19, 

2019 in New York. Event 201 was sponsored by the Michael Bloomberg School of Public 

Health at Johns Hopkins, the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, U.S. Central Intelligence 

Agency, and World Economic Forum which ran simulations under the “hypothetical” 

scenario of a novel coronavirus pandemic killing 60 million people. Reviewing just one of 

Event 201’s many recordings openly available on their official site features some very 

disturbing parallels to the events unfolding today: 

Unipolar Martial Law or Multipolar Marshall Plan? 

As I outlined in my previous paper, the mass-panic generated by COVID-19 has created a 

9/11-situation with the expected police state laws being passed under the radar of many 

people who would normally be paying attention to such things. One of the most dangerous 
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measures enacted involved a classified bill in February which formally mandates the head of 

NORTHCOM (who is also the head of NORAD) to become acting President of the United 

States under conditions of Martial Law, un-governability of the executive branch or general 

chaos in America. This later scenario is not terribly unlikely considering the danger of a 

financial blowout of the banking system combined with economic lockdowns of the west. 

China and Russia both understand the nature of the game and both nations have acted 

responsibly in dealing with the outbreak of Coronavirus with China’s successful containment 

having won seven consecutive days of no new cases. It is important that unlike the remedies 

promoted by London’s Imperial College, neither Russia or China have totally shut down their 

nations, but have rather kept their economies alive which selecting methods for selective 

quarantines and lockdowns (China only locked down 15 nations plus Wuhan while the 

remaining 95% of their economy continued to produces and support the recovering 

component). 

We know that President Trump has resisted the pressure by Deep State Experts to shut down 

America and has stated so repeatedly, but up until his recent conversations with Xi Jinping 

and Putin, there were very few options available to him beyond those proposed by Dr. Cauci, 

the Green New Dealing Dems or “bailout everything” monetarists around Mnuchin and 

Kudlow. 

Now that China and Russia have begun sending cargo ships of vital medical equipment to 

America as part of the Health Silk Road (over the screams of NeoCons and neoliberal 

technocrats like), a new possibility for a cure has presented itself. If Trump acts decisively 

with courage and intelligence, there is still a chance that sovereign nation states may yet stay 

in the drivers’ seat and use this crisis as an opportunity to force through a debt jubilee, 

banking reform and new Bretton Woods emergency conference to establish a foundation for a 

new just economic system. If Trump is unsuccessful in this task, it is more than a little scary 

to think about what hell will beset the world in the coming months and years. 
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